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a b s t r a c t

Manufacturers of automotive applications rely on high-performance testing environments

for the development of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) technologies. The

main component of a PEMFC testbed is the gas conditioning system, which controls the

inlet gas temperature, stack pressure, relative humidity and mass flow of the gas at the

inlet of the PEMFC stack. This paper presents a control concept for a highly dynamic PEMFC

gas conditioning system. The main control challenge lies in the decoupling of the gov-

erning thermodynamic quantities. Therefore, the nonlinear control concept of exact input

eoutput linearisation with an extended PID control structure is applied. Constraints on the

actuators are incorporated by formulating the resulting control law as an optimisation

problem. The robustness with respect to parameter uncertainties for the model is shown

by investigating the trajectory tracking error of the disturbed system. Simulation results

show an overall good performance for the trajectory tracking and demonstrate the

robustness of the model against parameter uncertainties.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC.
Introduction

Due to increasing emission standards [1], automotive manu-

facturers are looking for ways to reduce pollution or even

replace internal combustion engines by alternative propulsion

systems. One of the most promising technologies are polymer

electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) powered vehicles.

Compared to other fuel cell technologies, PEMFCs have the

advantages of operating at low temperature, fast response,

high power density and zero emission.

By utilising the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and

oxygen to create energy, the emission of air pollutants is

decreased to zero. In order to develop and increase the effi-

ciency of PEMFC systems, manufacturers rely on a high
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performance testing environment on component level. A

schematic view of a fuel cell system is given in Fig. 1. The gas

conditioning system in a PEMFC system is one of the main

components, and it is responsible for conditioning the inlet

gas for the PEMFC stack.

There are four main control tasks for a PEMFC gas condi-

tioning system. These deduce from the main challenges to

reduce the rate of degradation of the PEMFCmembrane under

load changes [2].

First, the control of the inlet gas mass flow rate. This pro-

vides the gas supply for the fuel cell and prevents the system

from lack of reactants and, therefore, prevents the stack from

so called starvation, which would otherwise increase the

degradation of the stack [3,4].
ergy Publications LLC.
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Fig. 1 e Schematic view of a Fuel Cell System.
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Second, the control of the stack pressure. The stack pres-

sure is an important quantity for the power output of the fuel

cell system. But a large pressure difference between anode

and cathode damages the membrane in the fuel cell. There-

fore, it is important to regulate the pressure in the fuel cell to

prevent the membrane from damage and increase the life

time of the fuel cell.

Third, the control of the relative humidity. Water man-

agement is one of the most critical issues in the operation of

PEMFCs [5e7]. It is most vital to keep themembrane hydrated.

Therefore, it is important to control the relative humidity of

the supplied gases and prevent the dry out of the membrane

under load changes.

Fourth, the control of the gas inlet temperature. Due to the

coupling of the temperature to the relative humidity, it is

evident to additionally control the gas inlet temperature.

These lead to the control requirements of a gas condi-

tioning system: inlet gas mass flow control, stack pressure

control, gas inlet temperature control and control of the

relative humidity of the stack. These thermodynamic quan-

tities are coupled through various relations. To successfully

control such a system, it is of utmost importance to under-

stand these couplings and to consider them for the design of

the controller. Additionally, the application of PEMFCs in

automotive applications requires operation under highly dy-

namic load changes and therefore, a fast and accurate tran-

sient response of the control variables.

Much research has been done in the control of PEMFC sys-

tems, which also includes the control of the inflowing gases.

Most authors deal with the control of the pressure of the gases

in the fuel cell system and isolate the flow/pressure dynamics

from the temperature and humidity dynamics. In Refs. [8,9],

the authors focus on the pressure difference of anode and

cathode side. The gas temperature is assumed to be equal to

thestack temperatureand, therefore, temperaturedynamics is

not considered. They apply a second order sliding mode

controller to control the anode and cathode pressure. In Refs.

[10,11], a feedback and feedforward strategy was applied to

control the air supply of a PEMFC system.However, the control

approach was based on PEMFCmodels, which were linearised

around a specific operating point. The authors considered a

fixed cathode air temperature and one control variable and

focused on achieving the required systemnet power after step

changes. Although in Refs. [12], the authors state the impor-

tance of the effects of humidity and temperature on the fuel

cell, they did not consider it further in the modelling, due to

limitation in their hardware setup. In Refs. [13,14], the authors

focus on the pressure of the gases and did not consider the

humidification. They utilise the concept of feedback linear-

isation to design a controller for their PEMFC model. Addi-

tionally, they applied a PI controller to obtain a more robust

control. In Refs. [15], the authors focused on the pressure of
hydrogen and oxygen. The gas temperature at the inlet was

considered to be equal to the stack temperature. The authors

applied feedback linearisation and designed an H∞ controller

for their PEMFCmodel. Theirmain focuswas to avoid pressure

fluctuation, which could damage the membrane. In Refs. [16],

theauthors controlled thecathodepressureandoxygenexcess

ratio by applying a flatness-based control concept. In Ref. [17]

the authors propose a fuzzy-PID control for air flow regula-

tion and analyse and verify the simulation results to prove the

efficiency of the proposed fuzzy-PID control against the con-

ventional PID control. They conclude that a feedforward part is

a great help to improve the performance. In Ref. [18] the au-

thors investigateda timedelaycontrol to increase the transient

performance of PEM fuel cells. In Ref. [19] the authors imple-

mented a model predictive control to manipulate the air flow

rate entering the fuel cell. Although the fast response time of

the system is not required, a partly similar control problem

arises in the control of heating, ventilating, and air condition-

ing (HVAC) systems. In such systems, the main objective is to

control the temperature and humidity of the air to create a

comfortable ambience. Here it is dealt with the problem of the

thermodynamic coupling of temperature and relative humid-

ity. But the mass flow rate of air and the pressure of the

ambience are not considered. In Refs. [20,21], the authors

applied nonlinear control strategies to HVAC systems and

achieved a better control result than with conventional ap-

proaches. Overall, the focus in the design of PEMFC controllers

lies on the control and decoupling of the pressure on the anode

and cathode side and decoupling pressure and mass flow,

respectively. Temperature and humidity dynamics are rarely

considered. On the other hand, in the design of HVAC systems

the dynamics of temperature and humidity are treated, but

pressure andmass flow dynamics are not considered.

In this paper, we address both issues and present a control

concept for a highly dynamic testing environment for PEMFC

stacks, which controls the inlet gas temperature, stack pres-

sure, relative humidity and gas mass flow. This represents a

nonlinear control problem with multiple inputs and multiple

outputs (MIMO). In order to achieve a better dynamic

response, we incorporate the actuator dynamics of the gas

conditioning system as first order differential equations. To

this coupled set of equations, we apply the method of exact

inputeoutput linearisation and decouple the system. To ach-

ieve a robust decoupling, we take advantage of the differential

flatness of the system. The constraints on the actuators are

included by formulating the control law as an optimisation

problem. To the resulting decoupled system we apply a

feedforward control and a PID control structure to achieve

both a good setpoint tracking and good disturbance rejection.

By applying Lyapunov's stability theory, we show that the

concept is robust against tested parameter uncertainties.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section PEMFC gas

conditioning system, the model for the gas conditioning sys-

tem is presented. In Section Exact linearisation of MIMO

nonlinear system, the concept of exact linearisation and dif-

ferential flatness is introduced and applied to themodel of the

gas conditioning system. The robustness of the system is

investigated in Section Robustness analysis. The simulation

results are presented in Section Simulation results. Conclu-

sions are given in Section Conclusion.
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Table 1 e Operating ranges of actuators and output
variables.

Actuator Range Output Range

uG 4�40 kgh�1 T 20�100 �C
_Q 0�9 kW p 1.1�3 bar

uS 0�30 kgh�1 4 0�100%

uNozzle 0�2 cm2 _mout 0�70 kgh�1
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PEMFC gas conditioning system

In the following, we present the hardware concept for a gas

conditioning system for a PEMFC testbed and derive the

mathematical model, which describes the system. For the

reason of readability, first, we introduce the subscripts G for

gas and S for steam and second, we use the operator d
dt to

indicate a time derivative and the dot operator to indicate a

mass flow. In the following sections we only use the dot

operator because the mass flow is part of the state vector and

we do not need to distinguish between time derivatives and

mass flows.

Hardware setup for the gas conditioning system

As depicted in Fig. 1, the gas conditioning system for the

PEMFC stack takes in gas and provides a controlled environ-

ment for the fuel cell stack. It accomplishes this by controlling

the inlet gas temperature, stack pressure, relative humidity

and gas mass flow to the stack.

In Fig. 2, a schematic of a gas conditioning system for the

cathode channel of a PEMFC is shown. Pressurised gas and

steam are provided at the testbench. The mass flow of both

paths is controlled with a mass flow controller (MFC). The air

path has an additional heater, while the steam path has a

fixed temperature. Both gases are fed into a mixing chamber,

which provides the gas mixture at the outlet. The fuel cell (FC)

stack cathode is depicted after the mixing chamber. At the

outlet of the fuel cell stack cathode, a backpressure valve is

located. The control variables for this setup are the two gas

mass flows controlled by the mass flow controllers, the power

of the heater and the opening area of the backpressure valve.

The outputs to be controlled are located behind the mixing

chamber. These are the inlet gas temperature, stack pressure,

relative humidity and gas mass flow into the fuel cell stack

cathode inlet. A summery and the corresponding operating

ranges are given in Table 1. The operating ranges are calcu-

lated based on a 10 kW PEMFC stack.

Gas dynamics of gas conditioning system model

The mass balance equations in the mixing chamber are given

by Eq. (1). The first equation represents the mass balance for

air. The second equation represents the mass balance for the

steam in the system. The first terms in the equations are the
Fig. 2 e Block diagram of testb
mass flows into the mixing chamber, and the second terms

are the outflowing gases.

d
dt
mG ¼ _mG; in � _mG; out

d
dt
mS ¼ _mS; in � _mS; out

(1)

The outflowing mass streams in Eq. (1) are given by

_mG; out ¼ mG

m
_mout; _mS; out ¼ mS

m
_mout (2)

with

m ¼ mG þmS: (3)

The outflowingmass streams of gas and steamare given by

the mass fractions of the total mass m in the system.

The energy balance of the system is given by Eq. (4).

dU
dt

¼ _mG;inhG;in þ _mS;inhS;in � _mouthout; (4a)

dU
dt

¼ d
dt

mGuG þmSuSð Þ (4b)

where hG,in, hS,in and hout are the specific enthalpies of the

gases and are given by Eq. (6) and uG and uS represent the

specific internal energy of the gases.

With Eq. (2) the last term in Eq. (4a) can be written as

_mouthout ¼ 1
m

_moutðmGhG; out þmShS; outÞ: (5)

The specific enthalpies of the gases are defined as

hG; in ¼ cp;GTG;in ; hS; in ¼ cp;STS;in þ r0; (6a)

hG; out ¼ cp;GT ; hS; out ¼ cp;STþ r0 (6b)

where T represents the temperature in the mixing chamber,

TG, in and TS, in are the temperatures of the inflowing gases, cp,G
and cp,S are the specific heat capacities, which are assumed to
ench for cathode channel.
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be constant over the whole operating range, and r0 is the

latent heat of steam.

To obtain an expression for the specific internal energy, we

insert Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) and obtain the equations given by Eq.

(8).

R ¼ cp � cv; h ¼ uþ pv; RT ¼ pv (7)

where R represents the gas constant, cv the specific heat ca-

pacity and v the specific volume.

uG ¼ cv;GT; uS ¼ cv;STþ r0 (8)

By inserting Eq. (6) and Eq. (8) into Eq. (4) and applying the

time derivative we obtain the equation

d
dt

T ¼ 1
mGcv;G þmScv;S

$

�
_mG; incp;GTG; in þ _mS; in

�
cp;STS; in þ r0

�
� 1
m

_mout

�
mGcp;GTþmS

�
cp;STþ r0

��� d
dt
mGcv;GT

� d
dt
mS

�
cv;STþ r0

��
; (9)

which describes the temperature dynamics of our system.

The pressure p at the inlet of the fuel cell stack is calculated

by using the ideal gas law given in Eq. (10), with RG and RS

being the gas constants of gas and steam. The volume V of the

system enters through this equation. It has an effect on the

pressure dynamics of the system and is treated as a param-

eter. The volumenot only represents the volume of themixing

chamber but also the volume of the other piping, which have

an effect on the dynamics.

pV ¼ ðmGRG þmSRSÞ T (10)

These equations describe the thermodynamics of the sys-

tem. One important quantity in these equations is the out-

flowing mass stream _mout, which is highly dependent on the

backpressure valve. The relative humidity 4 is given by Eq.

(11).

4 ¼ X
RG
RS

þ X
$

p

ps
W

�
T
�; X ¼ mS

mG
(11)

where X represents the vapour content in the gas, and ps
WðTÞ is

the saturation partial pressure given by Magnus' formula in

Eq. (12).

ps
W

�
T
� ¼ pm$e

C1$T

C2þT (12)

The parameters pm, C1 and C2 for Eq. (12) are taken fromRef.

[22].
Pressure valve

To model the mass flow through the backpressure valve, the

nonlinear flow equation [23] given in Eq. (13) has been used.

_mout ¼ Ap

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

RT

r
$j

j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k

k� 1

"�
p0

p

�2
k

�
�
p0

p

�kþ1
k

#vuut ; k ¼ cp
cv

(13)

The critical pressure is given by
p0

p
¼
�

2
kþ 1

� k
k�1

(14)

and the critical flow is given by

jmax ¼
�

2
kþ 1

� 1
k�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k

kþ 1

r
: (15)

In this equation, A represents the opening area of the

aperture, R the gas constant and p0 the ambient pressure. For

this equation, we have to take into account that the content of

water vapour in the gas mixture changes over the operation

range. Therefore, the gas constant R and the specific heat

capacities cp and cv of the current gas mixture have to be used.
Actuator dynamics of gas conditioning system model

In order to account for the dynamics, which is introduced by

the actuators, we incorporate these into the model. There are

different approaches how this can be achieved. In our

approach, we model the dynamics as first order lag elements

with time constants t1�4. This leads to additional four differ-

ential equations given by Eq. (16).

d
dt

_mG; in ¼ 1
t1

�
uG � _mG; in

�
(16a)

d
dt
TG; in ¼ 1

t2

1
cp;G _mG; in

 
_Q

_mG; in
� cp;G

�
TG; in � TG; 0

�!
(16b)

d
dt

_mS; in ¼ 1
t3

�
uS � _mS; in

�
(16c)

d

dt
_ANozzle ¼ 1

t4
ðuNozzle � ðANozzle � A0ÞÞ (16d)

Eq. (16a) represents the first order lag element for the gas

supply. Eq. (16b) derives from a first order lag element for the

energy balance of the heater depicted in Fig. 2 and the

assumption that d
dt

_mG; in ¼ 0 during the heat transfer in the

heater.This implies thatall theenergyprovidedby theheater is

absorbed by increasing the temperature of the current mass

flow, but the mass flow itself is not affected by the process.

Additionally, a temperature offset TG, 0 has been included. This

accounts for the fact that the gas flow can not be cooled below

the initial gas temperature provided at the testbed. Eq. (16c)

represents the first order lag element for steam supply. Eq.

(16d) represents thefirstorder lagelement for thebackpressure

valve with an offset value A0 for the opening area of the valve.
Coupling of the system

The equations presented in this section are coupled through

various relations. This leads to the fact that the input variables

can not be associated with the output variables. By changing

one input variable, all the output variables are affected in one

or another way. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. The figure shows

the system response for step changes of the input variables.

All the system outputs are affected by each change of the

input variables.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.06.086
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In the following, we present a control concept, which will

deal with this fact and solves this by decoupling the equations

and by creating new input variables, which are directly asso-

ciated with the output variables.
Model parameters

For the modelling of the system depicted by Fig. 2, some as-

sumptions of the system parameters have been done. These

parameters are depending on the system setup and external

factors. These parameters are the volume of the piping, which

has an effect on the pressure dynamics, the ambient pressure,

which enters into the nonlinear flow equation, the constant

specific heat capacities of gas and steam and the constant

steam temperature. The controller, which will be presented in

the following sections, has to be robust against variations of

these parameters.
Exact linearisation of MIMO nonlinear system

In the following, we will briefly introduce the concept of exact

linearisation and differential flatness. Then we apply these

methods to the system model derived in Section PEMFC gas

conditioning system to decouple the system. Next, we

design a controller for the decoupled system, which achieves

both good trajectory tracking and good disturbance rejection.
Fig. 3 e Step response of the system model. Plot (a) shows the

control variables.
Exact linearisation of MIMO nonlinear system

Consider a nonlinear MIMO system of the form

_x ¼ f xð Þ þPm
i¼1

gi xð Þui

y ¼ h xð Þ
(17)

where x is an n-dimensional state vector, and u and y are m-

dimensional input and output vectors.

By applying the time derivative to the output y, we obtain

_yj ¼ vhj

vx
f xð Þ þ

Xm
i¼1

vhj

vx
gi xð Þui

¼ Lfhj xð Þ þ
Xn
i¼1

Lgi hj xð Þui; j ¼ 1; 2;…;m

(18)

where Lf and Lg represent the Lie derivatives of the scalar

output functions h with respect to f(x) and g(x). If Lgi hjðxÞ ¼ 0

holds, then the input vector u does not have an effect on the

corresponding time derivative. Hencewe repeat the process of

the time derivation. Assuming that in the dj-th derivative the

input does not vanish, then the input vector u has an effect on

this derivative, and the corresponding equation has the form

of Eq. (19), and dj is called the relative degree of the output yj.

y
ðdjÞ
j ¼ L

dj

f hj þ
Xm
i¼1

�
Lgi L

dj�1

f hj

�
ui (19)

The relative degree dj of the output yj represents the first

time derivative on which the input vector u has an effect. By
output trajectories y, and plot (b) shows the corresponding

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2016.06.086
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applying this to each output yj, we obtain m equations, which

can be written as

2664
yðd1Þ
1

yðd2Þ
2

«
yðdmÞ
m

3775 ¼

26664
Ld1f h1ðxÞ
Ld2f h2ðxÞ

«
Ldmf hmðxÞ

37775
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

lðxÞ

þJðxÞ

2664
u1

u2

«
um

3775 (20)

where the (m � m) matrix J(x) is called the decoupling matrix

and is defined as

JðxÞ ¼

26664
Lg1L

d1�1
f h1ðxÞ … LgmL

d1�1
f h1ðxÞ

Lg1L
d2�1
f h2ðxÞ … LgmL

d2�1
f h2ðxÞ

« «
Lg1L

dm�1
f hmðxÞ … LgmL

dm�1
f hmðxÞ

37775: (21)

By choosing the control law of the form

u ¼ aðxÞ þ bðxÞ n (22)

with

a xð Þ ¼ �J�1 xð Þ l xð Þ;
b xð Þ ¼ J�1 xð Þ (23)

one obtains the new synthetic input vector n

v ¼
24 v1

«
vm

35 ¼
24 yðd1Þ

1

«
yðdmÞ
m

35: (24)

From Eq. (24) it is evident that the inputeoutput relation of

this system is decoupled and can be represented as a chain of

integrators.

If
Pm

j¼1dj ¼ dimðxÞ ¼ n, the system has so called full relative

degree and can be transformed into the nonlinear controllable

canonical form [24]. The transformation is given by Eq. (25). It

utilises the Lie derivatives introduced in Eq. (19). The variable z

represents the new state of the transformed system.

z ¼

26666664
z1
z2
«
zd1
«
zn

37777775 ¼ TðxÞ ¼

26666664

h1ðxÞ
Lfh1ðxÞ

«
Ld1�1
f h1ðxÞ

«
Ldm�1
f hmðxÞ

37777775 (25)

For systems, which do not have full relative degree, one has

to account for the internal dynamics of the system. More on

how to deal with internal dynamics can be found in Refs. [25]

and [26].

The transformation given by Eq. (25) results in the new

state space representation, given in Eq. (26), where v repre-

sents the new input vector. For this system, linear control

methods can be applied.

_z ¼ Ac zþ Bc v (26)

The matrices Ac and Bc are given by Eq. (27).

Ac ¼

2664
Ac;1 0 … 0
0 Ac;2 … 0
« « «
0 0 … Ac;m

3775; (27a)
Bc ¼

2664
Bc;1 0 … 0
0 Bc;2 … 0
« « «
0 0 … Bc;m

3775 (27b)

where the matrix Ac,j is a (dj � dj) matrix, and Bc,j is a (dj � 1)

vector given by Eq. (28).

Ac;j ¼

266664
0 1 0 … 0
0 0 1 … 0
« « « «
0 0 0 … 1
0 0 0 … 0

377775; Bc;j ¼

266664
0
0
«
0
1

377775 (28)

Differential flatness

Differential flatness is a property of a class of multivariable

nonlinear systems and has first been introduced in Refs. [27]

and [28]. A nonlinear system of the form

_x ¼ fðx;uÞ; xð0Þ ¼ x0 (29)

is said to be differentially flat, if there exists a set of differ-

entially independent variables y ¼ (y1,…,ym) such that the

state variables x and input variables u are functions of these

flat outputs and a finite number of their derivatives.

y ¼ FðxÞ (30a)

x ¼ F
�
y; _y;…yn�1

�
(30b)

u ¼ Jðy; _y;…ynÞ (30c)

In that case, y represents the flat outputs of the system, and

the system is called differential flat or flat system. The Equation

(30) yield that for every given trajectory y, the evolution of the

state variables x and input variables u can be calculated

without the need to integrate the differential equations.
Exact linearisation of gas conditioning system model

From the equations derived in Section PEMFC gas conditioning

system, we formulate the state vector x, the input vector u and

output vector y as follows

x ¼

2666666664

mG

mS

T
_mG; in

TG; in

_mS; in

ANozzle

3777777775
; u ¼

2664
uG
_Q

uS

uNozzle

3775; y ¼

2664
T
p
4
_mout

3775 (31)

With this representation, we obtain an equation of the

form of Eq. (17). We apply the Lie derivatives to the output y

and obtain that the first three outputs y1�3 have a relative de-

gree of two (d1 ¼ d2 ¼ d3 ¼ 2), and the last output y4 has a relative

degree of one (d4 ¼ 1). Due to the complex couplings in the

output functions, the relative degree of two of these outputs

and the dimension of the state vector x, the calculations get
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large and are not insightful. For the reason of readability, we

do not give the detailed calculations of the Lie derivatives.

Since the systemhas full relative degree, we can transform it

using the nonlinear transformation introduced in Eq. (25). For

our system the transformation takes the form of Eq. (32).

z ¼ TðxÞ ¼

2666666664

h1ðxÞ
Lfh1ðxÞ
h2ðxÞ
Lfh2ðxÞ
h3ðxÞ
Lfh3ðxÞ
h4ðxÞ

3777777775
¼

2666666664

y1

_y1

y2

_y2

y3

_y3

y4

3777777775
(32)

where, in accordance to Eq. (19), the Lie derivatives for the

outputs (i ¼ 1,2,3), which have relative degree of two (di ¼ 2),

yield LfhiðxÞ ¼ _yi. From this transformationwe obtain a system

of the form

_z ¼ Ac zþ Bc b xð Þ�1 u� a xð Þð Þ
u ¼ a xð Þ þ b xð Þ n (33)

where Ac and Bc are the matrices in controllable canonical

form, and n is the new input variable.

InFig. 4, thenonlinear transformationof the coupled system

given by Eq. (17) into the decoupled system given by Eq. (33) is

depicted. Fig. 4b represents a schematic view of the decoupled

systemasachainof integrators for eachchannel. The inputs for

the decoupled system are the new input variables n, which are

integrated to obtain the output y. The length of the chain of

integrators is equal to the relative degree dj of the output yj.

For the decoupling of the system, the knowledge of the

state vector x is required, which corresponds to the current

operation point of the system. If the states can bemeasured or

observed, they can be fed back into the decoupling matrix. In

that case one has to take care of possible feedback distur-

bances from the system.
Flatness based calculation of the state vector

The system outputs y1�4 are flat outputs of the system. This

can be utilised to minimise the feedback disturbance on the

decoupling of the system. Therefore, we apply a flatness-

based feedforward calculation of the states x. Instead of
Fig. 4 e Schematic view of the transformation of the coupled syst

is represented as chain of integrators with the new input varia

relative degree dj of the output yj.
using a state vector feedback for the decoupling, we apply the

so calculated states xFF in Eq. (33).

The states xFF are calculated offline by solving the set of

equations given by Eq. (32). This leads to the functional de-

pendency given in Eq. (30). The so obtained states are then fed

into the system.
Trajectory tracking and error dynamics

To achieve both, a good trajectory tracking and good distur-

bance rejection, we design a Two-Degree-of-Freedom (2DoF)

controller for the decoupled system.

We want the output y(t) to track a reference signal ydmd(t).

For the decoupled system, the new input variable nj represents

the input to dj chain of integrators. Therefore, the feedforward

signal has to be the dj-th derivative of the trajectory to be

followed by the output yj. This can be directly seen in Fig. 4b.

As controller we choose a PID(d�1) control structure, whichwas

introduced in Refs. [29,30]. To design the PID(d�1) control

structure, we define the tracking error ej

ejðtÞ ¼ yjðtÞ � ydmd;jðtÞ; j ¼ 1;…; 4 (34)

and further the tracking error vector ej,k with k ¼ 0,…,dj

ej;0 ¼
Z t

0

ejðtÞ dt; ej;1 ¼ ej; ej;2 ¼ _ej (35)

Combining these, we canwrite the new input as sum of the

feedforward part and the PID(d�1) control structure

nj ¼ €ydmd;j � KI;j ej;0 � KP;j ej;1 tð Þ � KD;j ej;2 tð Þ; j ¼ 1; 2;3
n4 ¼ _ydmd;4 � KI;j e4;0 � KP;4 e4;1 tð Þ (36)

The error dynamics for the first three outputs (j ¼ 1,2,3),

which have a relative degree of dj ¼ 2, are given by

24 _ej;0
_ej;1
_ej;2

35 ¼

0BBBBBBB@
24 0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

35
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Ac;j

�
2400
1

35
|fflffl{zfflffl}

Bc;j



KI;j; KP;j; KD;j

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Kj

1CCCCCCCA$

24 ej;0ej;1
ej;2

35 (37)
em (a) into the decoupled system (b). The decoupled system

ble n. The length of the chain of integrators is equal to the
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and the error dynamics for the fourth output, which has a

relative degree of d4 ¼ 1, is given by

�
_e4;0
_e4;1


¼

0BBBBB@
�
0 1
0 0


|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

Ac;4

�
�
0
1


|ffl{zffl}
Bc;4

½KI;4; KP;4 �|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
K4

1CCCCCA$

�
e4;0
e4;1


(38)

Combining these equations we can rewrite it as

_e ¼ ðAc � BcKÞ e (39)

where e is a (11� 1) vector combining Eq. (37), and Eq. (38),Ac is

a (11 � 11) matrix, Bc is a (11 � 4) matrix, and K is a (4 � 11)

matrix. The vectors and matrices are given in Eq. (40). The

asymptotic tracking is achieved by placing the desired poles of

(Ac � BcK) in the left-half plane.

Ac ¼

2664
Ac;1 0 0 0
0 Ac;2 0 0
0 0 Ac;3 0
0 0 0 Ac;4

3775; (40a)

Bc ¼

2664
Bc;1 0 0 0
0 Bc;2 0 0
0 0 Bc;3 0
0 0 0 Bc;4

3775; (40b)

K ¼

2664
K1 0 0 0
0 K2 0 0
0 0 K3 0
0 0 0 K4

3775 (40c)

Fig. 5 shows the structure of the system. S represents the

gas conditioning system,whichwasmodelled by Eq. (1), Eq. (9)

and Eq. (16). The decoupling is done by the S�1 block, which

represents Eq. (22). It uses the flatness-based feedforward

states xFF to accomplish the decoupling. The channels of the

so obtained system are decoupled, and a new input vector n is

introduced. On each channel of this decoupled system, a 2DoF

controller is designed to achieve both good trajectory tracking

and good disturbance rejection.

For the purpose of clarity we decompose Eq. (39) and write

it as

_e ¼ Ac eþ Bc

h
bðxÞ�1ðu� aðxÞÞ � yðdÞ

dmd

i
(41a)

u ¼ aðxÞ þ bðxÞ n (41b)
Fig. 5 e Block diagram of Two-Degree-of-Freedom (2DoF)

Controller.
n ¼ yðdÞ
dmd � K e (41c)

In this formulation, the decoupling terms a(x) and b(x)

appear in the control law. To this representation of the error

dynamics we will later refer to discuss the robustness of the

system.

Including constraints on the input variables

During operation the following two problems arise in calcu-

lating the input vector.

First, the decoupling matrix J(x) is not invertible for all

states x. Although this is not the case if the system is in the

operating range described in Table 1, for the startup the sys-

tem has to cross a region, where J(x) does not have full rank. A

physical interpretation of the startup is the following: At

startup the system pressure p is equal to the ambient pressure

p0, and therefore, the backpressure valve has no effect on the

outflowing mass flow _mout. Hence, the decoupling matrix J(x)

does not have full rank. Therefore, we need an additional

condition to invert the decoupling matrix. So we can steer the

system into the operating range, where the decoupling matrix

J(x) has full rank and the additional condition can be dropped.

Second, constraints on the actuators lead to deviations of

the output trajectory. In order to achieve a better trajectory

tracking, we want to minimise these deviations.

Both problems can be solved by introducing the following

Lagrange function

L ¼ a
1
2
uTR uþ 1

2

�
yðdÞ � yðdÞ

dmd

�T
Q
�
yðdÞ � yðdÞ

dmd

�
þ lTðMu� gÞ (42)

where R and Q are (4 � 4) symmetric and positive definite

matrices, which are used as weighting matrices, M is a (4 � 4)

identity matrix, and g is a (4 � 1) vector of the actuator con-

straints listed in Table 1.

The first term is active (a¼ 1) if the decouplingmatrix is not

invertible, otherwise a ¼ 0. This minimises additionally the

input vector u. This additional condition is responsible for the

invertibility of the decouplingmatrix J(x) if it does not have full

rank.

The second term minimises the deviation of the trajectory

curvature. Whereas ðyðdÞ � yðdÞdmdÞ is the equivalent formulation

of Eq. (22) for optimisation.

The third term represents the Lagrange Multiplier l for the

active constraints. If the constraints are reached by one or

more input variables, the constraints are added using the

active-set-method.

By reformulating Eq. (42) into

L ¼ 1
2
uTE uþ 1

2
uTFþ lTðMu� gÞ (43)

with

E ¼ Rþ J xð ÞTQ J xð Þ;
F ¼ J xð ÞTQ l xð Þ � y dð Þ

dmd

� � (44)

we can write the solution as

lact ¼ � Mact E
�1MT

act

� ��1
gact þMact E

�1F
� �

;

u ¼ �E�1 MT
actlact þ F

� �
;

(45)
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Fig. 6 e System in which the decoupling block S¡1 has a

different parameter set Q than S.

Table 2 e Model parameters used for the simulation.

Parameter Value

Volume 14 137 cm3

cp,G 1.04 kJ kg�1 K�1

cp,S 1.89 kJ kg�1 K�1

TS 141 �C
p0 1 bar

Fig. 7 e Plot (a) shows the achieved output trajectories y (green ful

(b) shows the corresponding control variables. (For interpretatio

is referred to the web version of this article.)
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where Mact and lact represent the active constraints. The so

obtained Eq. (45) replaces Eq. (22) in S�1 in Fig. 5.
Robustness analysis

In the following, we present a robustness analysis with

respect to parameter uncertainties for the derived system.We

discuss the robustness of the decoupling of the system in case

of deviations of the system parameters and the parameters

assumed for the calculation of the decoupling.

System parameters

The method of inputeoutput exact linearisation, which has

been applied in Section Exact linearisation of MIMO nonlinear

system, relies on the exact cancelation of a and b in Eq. (41a)

and the control law Eq. (41b). If this is not the case, a

coupling of the output vector y will remain.

To analyse the robustness of the system, we introduce the

parameter vector Q

Q ¼

266664
Volume

cp;G
cp;S
TS

p0

377775 (46)
l line) and the desired trajectories ydmd (blue dashed line). Plot

n of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
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Fig. 8 e Ratio plots of achieved to desired output

trajectories for parameter variations.
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which contains the parameters discussed in Section PEMFC

gas conditioning system. These are the volume of the mix-

ing chamber and the piping, the specific heat capacities,

which are assumed to be constant, the steam temperature

and the ambient pressure during operation. These parameters

have an effect on the dynamics of the system equations

derived in Section PEMFC gas conditioning system and enter

as well in the calculation of the decoupling derived in Section
Fig. 9 e Calculated trajectory jjd(e)jj¡kjjejj in accordance to

Lemma 13.3. For the trajectories one finds an e, which

fulfils the Lemma.
Exact linearisation of MIMO nonlinear system. Fig. 6 shows

the case, where the decoupling block S�1
Q and the system SQ0

have a different set of parameters. In that case the system is

not fully decoupled.
Disturbed system

To consider the parameter deviations of the system, we

introduce the error of the nominal system Eq. (47a) and the

error of the disturbed system Eq. (47b).

ejðtÞ ¼ yjðt;Q0Þ � ydmd;jðtÞ (47a)

bejðtÞ ¼ yjðt;QÞ � ydmd;jðtÞ (47b)

where Q0 is the unperturbed parameter vector and Q the

perturbed vector. Similar to Eq. (41), the error dynamics of the

disturbed system can be written as

_e ¼ Ac eþ Bc b xð Þ�1 u� a xð Þð Þ � y dð Þ
dmd

h i
u ¼ ba xð Þ þ bb xð Þ n
n ¼ y dð Þ

dmd � K e

(48)

where ba and bb arise from the disturbed system S�1
Q , and a and

b arise from the undisturbed system SQ0
. Combining these

equations, we obtain

_e ¼ ðAc � Bc KÞ eþ Bc dðeÞ (49)

where d(e) represents the perturbation of the nominal system,

and is given by
Fig. 10 e Initialisation with different initial conditions. The

Plot shows the achieved output trajectories y (green full line)

and the desired trajectories ydmd (blue dashed line). (For

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this

article.)
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Table 3 e Mean squared error for different magnitudes of measurement noise. The magnitude is given as standard
deviation of the normal distribution.

Measurement noise Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

s1 0.1 �C 0.5 �C 1 �C
s2 0.002 bar 0.01 bar 0.1 bar

s3 0.2% 1% 5%

s4 0.07 kgh�1 0.1 kgh�1 1 kgh�1

MSE Temperature 1.6$10�3 �C 4$10�3 �C 4.6$10�2 �C
MSE Pressure 2.8$10�6 bar 3.8$10�6 bar 6.4$10�5 bar

MSE Relative Humidity 6.4$10�4% 9.5$10�3% 0.3%

MSE Mass Flow 1.3$10�3 kgh�1 1.5$10�3 kgh�1 3.6$10�2 kgh�1

Table 4 e The different initial conditions for the system
outputs yj, which are used in the simulation.

Output Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

y1 60 �C 10 �C 30 �C
y2 1.5 p0 0.8 p0 1.2 p0
y3 5% 21% 0%

y4 3 kgh�1 0 kgh�1 21 kgh�1
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dðeÞ ¼ b�1
h
ðba � aÞ þ

�bb � b
� �

yðdÞ
dmd � K e

�
þ bb K ðe� beÞi (50)

The perturbation term d(e) arises from the incomplete

decoupling of the system and affects all four decoupled sys-

tems. To study the effect of this perturbation on the system,

we apply the following Lemma taken from Ref. [26].

Lemma 13.3 Consider the closed-Loop system (49), where

(Ac � BcK) is Hurwitz.Let P ¼ PT > 0 be the solution of the Lya-

punov equation

PðA� BKÞ þ ðA� BKÞTP ¼ �I

and k be a nonnegative constant less than 1/(2jjPBjj2).

� If jjd(e)jj�k jjejj for all e, the origin of (49) will be globally

exponentially stable.

� If jjd(e)jj�k jjejjþe for all e, the state e will be globally ulti-

mately bounded by ec for some c>0.

The proof of this Lemma can be found in [26]. For each

trajectory ydmd, we can calculate an upper boundary in

accordance to the Lemma. Simulation results for the param-

eter varied system will be shown in the following section.
Simulation results

In the following, the simulation results for the proposed

nonlinear multivariable control strategy are presented. The

parameters used for the simulation are listed in Table 2.

Results for the decoupled system

The simulations have been performed with setpoint changes

in the operating range defined in Table 1. Whereas the tra-

jectories for the setpoint changes have been calculated in

accordance to the relative degree of the corresponding output.
Fig. 7a shows the comparison of the desired trajectories ydmd

(blue dashed line) and the achieved output trajectories y (green

full line) of the system. The plot shows good agreement for all

trajectories. The poles of the controllers have been placed as

following: For the channels with d ¼ 2, the poles are at s1 ¼ �1,

s2,3 ¼ �8 ± 1j, and for the channel with d ¼ 1, the poles are at

s1,2¼�5. This configuration is robust for awide range of tested

parameter variations. The results for disturbances on the

system are shown in Section Simulation results for

disturbances on the system.

The corresponding control inputs u are shown in Fig. 7b.

The coupling of the system can be seen on the control inputs.

For each alteration of the trajectories shown in Fig. 7a, all

control inputs have to be altered in order to achieve the

decoupling and hence the desired output trajectory y.

The limiting factors for the trajectory slopes are the actu-

ator dynamics, whichwemodelled by first order lag elements.

In order to achieve a fast response of the system, the actuators

have to be able to follow the rapid change of the control input.
Simulation results for disturbances on the system

Fig. 8 shows simulation results for the parameter varied sys-

tem. The plot shows the ratio of achieved to desired output

trajectories for a parameter varied system. For the simulation

the entries of the parameter vector Q have been varied by the

following values: Volume �50%, cp,G þ 50%, cp,S � 50%,

TS þ 50%, p0 þ 50%. Therefore, the system is not fully decou-

pled, and the PID(d�1) controller has to correct the trajectories.

For the simulations the controller configuration introduced in

Section Results for the decoupled system are used, which is

robust for a wide range of tested parameter variations.

The plot shows that small deviations from the desired

trajectory appear, and the controller has to correct the tra-

jectories. The largest deviation is around 1 � 2%, which is

sufficiently small. The simulations also show that the

flatness-based feedforward calculation of the states x stabil-

ises the decoupling of the system, and no feedback distur-

bances affect the decoupling matrix.

Additionally, we investigate the stability of the system for

parameter uncertainties as introduced in Section Robustness

analysis. Therefore, we calculate the error d(e) in Eq. (49). Fig

9 shows the calculated value of jjd(e)jj�k jjejj in accordance to

the Lemmapresented in Section Robustness analysis. The plot

illustrates that for the trajectories yj we can find an ε, which

fulfils the Lemma stated in Section Robustness analysis.
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Therefore, we conclude that the system along this trajectories

is robust against this perturbation of parameters.

The effect of the initial conditions on the system are

investigated by choosing different initial conditions and test

for the convergence of the system. In Fig. 10 three different

initial conditions for the system outputs yj are chosen. The

values for the system outputs are given in Table 4. Due to the

flatness of the system the state vector x0 can be calculated

from the system outputs. The simulation shows that for all

three initial conditions the trajectories yj converge to the

desired trajectories ydmd.

The effect of measurement noise on the performance of

the controller is investigated by applying a normal distributed

noise on the output variables yj. The standard deviations for

the noise are given in Table 3. The deviation is evaluated as

the mean squared error of the output variables yj and the

trajectories ydmd. Due to the feedforward part of the controller

the noise does not affect the decoupling and the controller

shows stable performance for the investigated noise levels.
Conclusion

In this paper we present a control concept for a highly dy-

namic testing environment for PEMFC stacks, which controls

the inlet gas temperature, stack pressure, relative humidity

and gas mass flow.

Based on a presented hardware concept, we derive a sys-

tem model, which presents a nonlinear control problem with

multiple inputs and multiple outputs. In order to achieve a

better dynamic response of the system, we incorporate the

actuator dynamics of the gas conditioning system as first

order lag elements.

To this coupled set of equations we apply the method of

exact inputeoutput linearisation and decouple the system. In

order to achieve a robust decoupling, we take advantage of the

differential flatness of the system. The constraints on the

actuators are included by formulating the control law as an

optimisation problem. For the resulting decoupled system, we

design a 2DoF controller with a feedforward part and a PID like

control structure. The performed simulations show that the

presented decoupling of the system and the designed

controller are able to achieve a good trajectory tracking.

The robustness of the system against parameter un-

certainties is tested by considering the error of the decoupling

as perturbation of the nominal system. To this disturbed

system, we apply Lyapunov's stability theory and show that

the concept is robust for the tested parameter uncertainties.

Additionally, we investigate the presented control concept

for the effect of different initial conditions of the system and

the impact of measurement noise on the system.
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